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Abstract—A rugged linear array is proposed for covering both the LTE and 5G bands with an intermediate gain. The antenna is composed of a driven element, a set of directors, and a set of reflectors, where the excited element is a wideband high-efficiency electromagnetic structure (WHEMS) and the parasitic elements consist of metal rods. To achieve a rugged design, similar to the classic Yagi antenna, all of the elements should be conductively connected, so that it can be welded. The weldable mechanism is started on the driven radiating element. In addition, a voltage balun is introduced in the antenna to reduce the influence of unbalanced common mode currents. A wind resistance analysis is also presented, where the drag force of the proposed antenna is approximately a quarter of that for an antenna with a metal plate. The antenna exhibits a gain of 10.8—13.3 dBi for a 78% fractional bandwidth (1.7—3.7 GHz), which is a 7-fold increase from that of the Yagi antenna, without sacrificing the gain or rugged design. The proposed antenna has the advantages of a simple feeding arrangement, low cost, light weight, low wind resistance, and rugged structure; and is suitable for all-weather large-scale Internet of Things (IoT) deployment on the rural site or in a harsh networking environment.

Index Terms—Linear antenna array, LTE, 5G, WHEMS, Yagi antenna, balun.

I. INTRODUCTION

Currently, the Internet of Things (IoT) is broadly applied in fields such as intelligent transport systems [1], industry 4.0 [2], smart precision agriculture [3], smart hospitals [4], and more [5]-[12]. The development of IoT will provide further advancements and will improve productivity through remote real-time control, monitoring, and diagnosis via the deployment of massive communication nodes with various sensors [13]-[15], which will benefit applications such as smart precision farming in rural areas [16], leak detection for oil and gas pipelines in remote regions [17], remote medical treatment [18], and so forth [19]. Therefore, a substantial number of high-performance, low-cost antennas are needed. In these applications, high-definition video streaming and “zero latency” reactions have led to higher requirements for communication capacity, and for the antennas such as wide-band and high-gain properties [20]-[21]. To meet these requirements, technical advances in LTE and 5G and beyond have been involved in IoT applications [22]-[23]. Considering the need for large-scale deployment and suitability for various types of networking environments, antennas should have the desired characteristics of simplicity, low cost, light weight, low wind resistance, and rugged structure. For example, for the oil field applications, oil and gas pipelines are maintained under extreme working conditions (high wind, high temperature, and high humidity) in the desert and wilderness, where only antennas with rugged structure and low wind load are suitable.

Directional antennas are widely used in the outdoor applications, such as 5G, Sub-6G and point-to-point communications. In the applications, the electric part of the IoT system can be well protected, but the directional antennas are set up high to ensure line-of-sight communication. In these circumstances, the antennas are critical and the most fragile part of the IoT system, due to the wind and other environment factors. Therefore, the antenna in outdoor IoT applications should not only be electrically high performance, but also be able to resist strong winds and other harsh environment conditions. Featuring the advantages of a simple feeding arrangement, low cost, light weight, low wind resistance, and rugged structure, the Yagi antenna, which has been found in hundreds of million pieces in the outdoor applications, is an ingenious invention and a competitive candidate for IoT applications [24]-[26]. However, its impedance bandwidth of only 10% largely restricts its applications in IoT [25][27]. Considering LTE, one of the IoT supporting technologies, as an example, five classic Yagi antennas are needed to cover the 45% fractional bandwidth of LTE, with the need for additional antennas to achieve compatibility with other communication systems such as 5G and beyond. This aspect introduces inconvenience and a substantial constraint on inventory and logistics. In addition, from a structural point of view, the end-fire dimension is too large for some IoT applications when the classic Yagi antenna obtains a high gain.

The classic Yagi antenna has gained popularity worldwide since its first description in an English journal in 1926 and has been recently applied in photonics and quantum physics [28]-[30]. Shown in Table I, the quasi-Yagi antenna has an...
improved fractional impedance bandwidth of 78% or more; however, the gain is at least 2 dB lower than that of the classic Yagi antenna (with the same number of directors) [31]-[34]. The improvement is achieved via the feeding structures in the printed circuit board (PCB), which is not sufficiently sturdy for outdoor applications [35]. The log-periodic antenna is also a wide-band linear antenna; however, it normally obtains a gain of approximately 8 dBi in the band, with a large end-fire size exceeding the wavelength at its center frequency [36]-[38]. As the log-periodic is not sufficiently rugged, a radome is needed for outdoor applications, which increases the cost, wind load, and weight. Similar to how the classic Yagi antenna brought TV signals to homes worldwide, thanks to its five advantages (simple feeding arrangement, low cost, light weight, low wind resistance, and rugged structure), an antenna with both the advantages of classic Yagi antenna as well as wide-band performance and compact size is needed to bring IoT applications into various sectors in society.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>Performance comparision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ref.</td>
<td>BW.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[26]</td>
<td>9.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[31]</td>
<td>20.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[33]</td>
<td>48.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>78.40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[36]</td>
<td>72.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[37]</td>
<td>180.10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[38]</td>
<td>100.80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>45.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>74.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The classic Yagi antenna is a linear antenna, which has advantages of low wind resistance and light weight. Consisting of parasitic elements (directors and a reflector) and a driven element, it needs only one feeding point, making it sufficiently simple without a complex feeding network. The rugged structure is realized by welding all of the elements together through a long metal rod. Due to its wide-band high-gain characteristics, the wide-band high-efficiency electromagnetic structure (WHEMS) can be applied as the driven element to widen the bandwidth of the classic Yagi antenna [39]-[46]. In [46], it is shown that a rod director is efficient for the WHEMS. However, the plate reflector and the connecting polyester column result in a high wind load and render the antenna less rugged. In this paper, a connection structure is proposed for the linear WHEMS and parasitic rod elements, as illustrated in Fig. 1, which maintain the five advantages of the classic Yagi antenna. Combined with a rugged design, the antenna is intended to cover both the LTE and 5G Sub-6GHz bands,
which makes it suitable for various types of environments in IoT applications.

In Section II, the radiating mechanism and the equivalent source model of the WHEMS are introduced. Then, the weldability and the wide-band medium/high-gain property of the antenna are discussed, along with the balun. Electromagnetic simulations are presented in Section III, validating the theory in Section II. The wind load is analyzed in Section IV. Subsequently, the simulated and measured numerical results are discussed in Section V, followed by conclusions in Section VI.

II. THEORY

In addition to its excellent directional radiating performance, the classic Yagi antenna has gained popularity worldwide due to its primary mechanical advantages, i.e., simple feeding arrangement, low cost, light weight, low wind resistance, and rugged structure, resulting in an all-weather available antenna with convenient installation. These merits arise from its linear array and rugged design, where the antenna consists of metal rods connected by a weldable structure. Our antenna proposed in this work not only inherits the merits of the Yagi antenna, achieved by applying a linear array and welding design, but also realizes an intermediate gain over a wide band, seven-fold wider than that of the classic Yagi antenna. In this section, the radiating mechanism and the equivalent source model of the WHEMS are introduced. Based on the description, the weldability and the wide-band medium/high-gain property of the antenna are discussed. Finally, a voltage balun is introduced to the WHEMS antenna, which can reduce interference caused by unbalanced common mode currents.

A. Radiating Model

The theoretical model of a linear WHEMS is shown in Fig. 2a, where the gray regions represent metal. This antenna is a two-dimensional symmetrical structure with an ideal lumped port in the middle (blue arrow) represented as $E_0$. Parameters $c_i$ and $l$ represent the perimeter of half of the antenna slot and the length of the slot edge, equal to the wavelength and half wavelength, respectively, which are general applied for a WHEMS antenna [43]. The current distribution is also shown. Region A is the short circuit point of the antenna, which is the current crest point. Starting from A, region B is the current trough point when the total length of $i_1$ and $i_2$ is half a wavelength. The current changes its flow direction at region B. Based on the superposition principle, the current distribution is equivalent to a three-linear current source in H-plane radiation, as shown in Fig. 2b [46]. The position of region B can change for different frequencies, which in turn changes the phase and amplitude of the linear currents. However, the equivalent current model of the WHEMS remains unchanged as region B moves. Thus, the distribution can be maintained over a wide band, where the amplitude and phase of the equivalent linear currents change with frequency.

The Ampère's law, with Maxwell's addition, is given by

$$\nabla \times H = J + \frac{\partial D}{\partial t}$$

where $H$, $J$, and $D$ are the magnetic field strength, electric current density, and dielectric displacement vector, respectively. From (1), ring magnetic fields, as shown in Fig. 1b, are generated by the equivalent linear currents with their normal vector parallel to the $x$ axis.

B. Connection Theory

Fig. 3a shows a front view of the simplified theoretical model of the WHEMS antenna. The antenna is an axisymmetric model with an ideal lumped feeding port precisely in the middle. Excited by the port, voltages $V^+$ and $V^-$ arise on each side of the gap, which have the same amplitude but a phase difference of 180 degrees. Because the antenna is symmetric, the length of
path A is equal to that of path B. Thus, $V^+$ and $V^-$ cancel each other out, leading to a zero voltage at point C.

For the welding design, all of the driven elements and parasitic elements should be connected by metal branches. Point C is chosen as the position for connecting the branch, as shown in Fig. 3b. The current on the connector branch consists of the conducted current $I_f$ and the coupling current $I_c$, where $I_f$ is directly conducted from the WHEMS antenna through point C. As the voltage at point C is zero, the voltage is zero at any point along the branch. Thus, $I_f$ is zero. Current $I_c$ is coupled to the WHEMS by an electromagnetic wave. As shown in Fig. 2, the electric field generated by the currents is perpendicular to the branch; thus, no currents are excited, and $I_c$ is zero. The performance of the WHEMS is not affected by the lack of current in the connector branch. As the entire procedure is based on the structural symmetry and is not limited by the frequency, a gain over wide band can be achieved.

Figure 4 shows a simplified model of a parasitic element with a connector branch, which is excited by the incident wave generated by the WHEMS. The rod is parallel to the WHEMS, with both of their centers in the YOZ plane. As the rod is parallel to the normal vector of the magnetic field, current $I_e$ is excited by the incident wave. The current along the connector branch, represented as $I_{e2}$, consists of the conducted element and coupled element, represented as $I_{e2}^c$ and $I_{e2}^f$, respectively. Current $I_{e2}$ on the branch is directly conducted from the rod through its central point. As shown in Fig. 4, the incident wave excites voltages of $V^+$ and $V^-$ at the rod ends, which have the same amplitude but a phase difference of 180 degrees. Thus, the voltage at an intermediate point on the rod is zero, resulting in a zero voltage anywhere along the branch. Hence, $I_{e2}$ is zero. As the normal vector of the magnetic field is perpendicular to the branch, $I_{e2}$ is zero based on Maxwell’s equations. The performance of the parasitic element is not influenced because the connector branch has no current, resulting in wide-band performance.

C. Voltage Balun

Any imbalance at the feeding point not only degrades the performance of the antenna, but also increases the noise in the system, triggering radio interference problems. Fig. 5a shows a dipole antenna fed by an ideal lumped port, which is a balanced case. In this case, $I_{b1}$ equals $I_{b2}$, and the dipole antenna operates in the appropriate state. As shown in the figure, part of $I_{b2}$ flows along the outer layer of the shield, represented as $I_{b3}$. Hence, $I_{b1}$ no longer equals $I_{b2}$, leading to a reduction in radiating performance. Moreover, $I_{b3}$ may flow directly to the radio system, leading to noise coupling issues.

To solve the problem, a voltage balun is introduced. As shown in Fig. 6a, the balun, represented as a blue shadow, is directly connected at the feeding point of the WHEMS, which can also be recognized as the shield of a coaxial line. The black dashed line is the signal line inside the shield, the end of which is connected to the top region of the antenna. The signal is transmitted to the WHEMS along the black dashed line inside the shield. Voltages $V^+$ and $V^-$, with the same amplitude and opposite phases, are excited at the feed point of the antenna. Paths E and D follow the outer layer of the shield with the same length. Because the voltage is cancelled, the voltage at point F is zero. Thus, $I_e$, the unbalanced common mode current, equals zero, which is suitable for wide-band performance.
The balun solves the imbalance arising from the radiation problem and introduces an imaginary component to the input impedance of the WHEMS. As shown in Fig. 6a, the impedance consists of the impedance of the slot loop \(Z_s\), the dipole \(Z_d\), and the balun \(jX_p\), which are connected in parallel with each other. The circuit model is shown in Fig. 6b, with the impedance given by

\[
Z_{in} = \frac{Z_s}{2} / / Z_d / / jX_p .
\]
III. ELECTROMAGNETIC ANALYSIS

Fig. 7 illustrates the configuration of the proposed antenna. It consists of a WHEMS, a director of three rods, a reflector of ten rods, and a balun. The balun has two arms parallel to each other, with one end differentially connected to the WHEMS and the other end short circuited. The antenna is fed by a coaxial line perpendicular to the WHEMS, with the outer layer of the shield connected to one arm of the balun. Both the driven elements and the parasitic elements are linked by a metal connector. The connector is attached to the balun at its short circuit point. The antenna parameters are given in Fig. 7, where $l_1 = 173.7$ mm, $l_2 = 118.5$ mm, $l_3 = 130.5$ mm, $l_4 = 105.0$ mm, $l_5 = 158.4$ mm, $S_1 = 20.0$ mm, $S_2 = 20.0$ mm, $S_3 = 20.0$ mm, $S_4 = 20.0$ mm, and $S_5 = 20.0$ mm.

Fig. 8a shows the current vector distribution of the antenna at 2.7 GHz, which is accordant with the theoretic model shown in Fig. 2. The current amplitude distribution at 2.7 GHz is shown in Fig. 8b. The balun reduces the current on the outer layer of the shield by -12 dB. The ratio of the current on the connector to the current on the WHEMS is less than -9 dB. A residual current on the connector arises due to cross-polarization radiation and imperfections of the balun, although in the theoretical model, the current along the connector is zero. As the residual current is -9 dB, less than the main radiation, and its polarization is normal to the polarization of the equivalent

Fig. 10 (a) The model of the proposed antenna, (b) the model of the classical Yagi antenna, (c) the model of the antenna in ref [46], (d) the wind streamline of the proposed antenna, when $\beta$ is 0 degree, (e) the wind streamline of the classic Yagi antenna, when $\beta$ is 90 degree, (f) the wind streamline of the antenna in ref [46], when $\beta$ is 0 degree.

Fig. 11 The drag force of the three antennas in cases of typhoons of force 12 from different orientation angles.
radiating model shown in Fig. 2b, the connector has almost no effect on the radiating performance of the proposed antenna. Fig. 9 shows the $|S_{11}|$ and gain of the proposed antenna for cases with and without a connector respectively based on simulations. The maximum gain variation caused by the connector is less than 0.5 dB in the working band (1.7 GHz to 3.7 GHz). The $|S_{11}|$ curves are accordant with each other, with a value of less than -10 dB in the working band. This result confirms that the connector does not affect the performance of the proposed antenna.

IV. WIND LOAD ANALYSIS

Wind resistance is a crucial parameter to consider when evaluating the stability of an antenna for an outdoor environment, especially for applications under extreme working conditions. Figs. 10a-c show three simulated models, including the proposed antenna (working over 1.7 GHz to 3.7 GHz, with a gain of 12 dBi), the classic Yagi antenna (working over 1.7 GHz to 1.9 GHz, with a gain of 12 dBi), and the antenna in [46] (working over 1.7 GHz to 2.7 GHz, with a gain of 11 dBi). The classic Yagi antenna is representative of a low-wind-resistance antenna, while the antenna in [46], which uses a back plate as the reflector, is a high-wind-load antenna. Parameter $\beta$ is the angle of incoming wind in the H-plane (YOZ). The z-axis pointing to the radiating directions of the three antennas corresponds to $\beta = 0$. The wind load is simulated using fluent software from ANSYS Co. The wind speed in the simulation is set to 32 m/s, corresponding to the velocity of a typhoon of force 12.

The wind load resistance is calculated by [47]

$$F_D = C_D \times A \times \frac{\rho \times V^2}{2}$$

where $F_D$ is the drag force, is the resultant force of the wind on the antenna, also termed the wind load resistance; $V$ is the speed of the wind flow; $\rho$ is the fluid density; and $C_D$ is the drag coefficient. Coefficient $C_D$ depends on the shape of the object, indicating whether fluid moves around an object in a steady flow or in other flow patterns. Figs. 10d–f present wind streamlines of the proposed antenna ($\beta = 0$ degrees), the classic Yagi antenna ($\beta = 90$ degrees), and the antenna in [46] ($\beta = 0$ degrees), respectively. Before encountering the three antennas, the wind moves in a steady flow with a speed of 32 m/s. When the wind blows through the proposed antenna and the Yagi antenna, several small vortices of fluid arise, while the flow primarily remains steady. When the wind passes through the antenna in [46], the direction of the wind changes and some larger vortices appear behind the metal plate. As shown in Fig. 10f, the speed of the vortex decreases to almost zero, which dissipates the energy of the flow. Thus, the pressure behind the plate decreases, which exerts a large drag force on the plate. It can be deduced that the drag force of the antenna in [46] is larger than that of the proposed antenna and the Yagi antenna.

Fig. 11 shows the simulation results for $F_D$. The maximum $F_D$ of the proposed antenna is 5.4 N when $\beta = 0$ degrees, while the maximum $F_D$ of the Yagi antenna is 1.5 N, which varies slightly with $\beta$. The maximum $F_D$ of the antenna in [46] is 20.9 N when $\beta = 0$ degrees, which is 3.9-fold higher than that of the proposed antenna. The $F_D$ results confirm our deduction from the simulated streamline.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Wind resistance and durability are crucial factors that IoT hardware designers need to consider, especially for the outdoor IoT applications, where the application environment is windy. The proposed antenna can be manufactured through casting or welding process, which makes the antenna more rugged.
mechanically. Due to the linear array design, the wind resistance of the antenna is small meeting both ruggedness and low wind resistance ensuring the antenna a fine outdoor performance without a radome. Fig. 12 shows the fabricated prototype of the newly proposed antenna. The 2D mechanical metal connection part, which has no significant current on it, is the bounding element that joint all of the antenna parts together. In practical applications, the antenna should be manufactured from aluminum alloy, with high strength and light weight; a welding procedure could be applied in the final production stage. For convenience in the prototype, the antenna was produced from copper, with a soldering procedure applied for assembly. The WHEMS, balun, and connector were manufactured by metal sheet stamping, and the rods were obtained by applying laser cutting to a copper pipe.

The simulated and measured |S11| values are shown in Fig. 13, where good agreement is observed. The simulated and measured -10 dB fractional bandwidth are 80.7% (1.74 GHz) and 75.9% (1.8-4 GHz), respectively, where the measured curve is shifted to higher frequencies by 0.1 GHz as compared with the simulated curve. Fig. 13 also shows the gain results. The measured and simulated gains are 10.8-13.3 dBi and 10.3-13.7 dBi, respectively, for a 74% bandwidth (1.7-3.7 GHz), and the two curves agree well with each other. These wideband and high-gain properties leading to high communication capacity can be used in the current and future IoT applications, such as high-definition video streaming with zero latency reactions. Fig. 14 depicts the pattern results. Again, the simulated patterns agree closely with the measured patterns. The fine directing property proves that the antenna is suitable for nodes communication applications of IoT. The simulated and measured radiation efficiency is shown in Fig. 15. The simulated radiation is 100% in the band, and the measured result is around 90%. The discrepancy in the results are likely due to fabrication errors, assembly errors, and measuring uncertainties, such as errors in the metal sheet stamping process, soldering of the feed point, and the influence of common mode currents on the coaxial line.

VI. CONCLUSION

The antenna mechanical structure devised in the paper is rugged for IoT applications in the outdoor environment, where harsh weather conditions has to be considered. All the parts of the antenna are connected by metal, and with low wind load by using the rods and linear structures. The WHEMS is connected with the rods at the middle point of its both edges enhancing the mechanical strength without sacrificing the electromagnetic performance, where the whole connecting measure is explained in electromagnetic theory and validated in Simulation. The balun, connected to the WHEMS at its feed point and short circuited with the connector, not only chocks the undesired electromagnetic interference to the IoT system but also enhanced the ruggedness of the whole structure ensuring the normal operation of the IoT system under harsh conditions. The whole structure can be finally manufactured through casting or welding. The proposed antenna realized an intermediate gain of 10.8–13.3 dBi for a 78% fractional bandwidth (1.7 GHz – 2.7 GHz), covering both the LTE and 5G sub-6GHz bands. The antenna achieves a four-fold enhanced wind resistance compared to that in [46] with a back plate. The driven element,
reflector and director are all metallically connected with all voltage zero points at the centers of its mechanical structure. This electrical design feature makes it possible for weldable rugged mechanical design. With a linear array and metalized design, the antenna not only has a simple feeding arrangement, low cost, light weight, low wind resistance, and rugged structure, similar to the Yagi-Uda antenna, but also has a 7-fold greater bandwidth, without sacrificing the gain performance, which is superior to that of a normal log-periodic antenna. Not only the electrical design features of the proposed antenna make the antenna a desired candidate for wide area of IoT applications, but its design principle can be applied to a versatile application scenario such as TV reception and Radar applications.
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